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Using the somi-ompirical relations established by Tietz phase shift 
differences have been calculated for the Varshni'aud the Hulbert- 
Hirschfeldor y)otential functions/ From the expressions for the 
Hulburt-Hirschfelder potential tb^se for the Morse have also been 
obtained. It has been obsi^rved that the two relations of Tietz lead 
to the same values for phase shift differem^es for all the potentials.
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1 . I ntroduction
In the last thirty years or so there has V>eon a great devc‘lopm(uit in many direc­
tions in the general theory of scattering, and the experimental studies in atomic 
and molecular collisions. In cast' of diatomic moleciih'S the former may be 
considered a powerful t-ool for analysing the interactions between particles. For 
such analysis and for determining the corresponding phases shifts one requires 
to solve the Schrodinger equation with a pottuitial (‘.nergy function V(r) represent­
ing the pair interactions betweim particles. However, the exact analytical 
solution of the said equation is too difficult to carry out in practice. In general, 
more accurate the potential, more comjdicatod it is, and consequentl3^ more 
intractable the solution. Among th(^  approximate^ methods one due to Tietz 
(1963) seems to be simple and straight foiAAard, and for small values of I (I is the 
orbital angular momentum quantum number) is given by
0/+1 2k  0 dr (1)
. . .  (2)
In an earlier study (De & Mohammad 1978) (hereafter referred to as I) we used 
these relations to determine the pliase shift differences for some trigonometrical 
potentials F(r). Our aim in the present, investigation is to  extend the study to 
some exponential functions o f  better performance.
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2. D er iva tio n  of P hase  Shifts
A. Varshni Potential
In connection with discussions of the merits and demerits o f various interac­
tion potentials for the bound states o f diatomic molecules, Varshni (1957) proposed 
seven empirical potential energy functions. Steele et al (1962) in their critical 
review and later Varshni & Shukla (1964) in a note have shown that the Varshni 
III potential
F(r) =  D . [ ( * - l ) * - l ]  -  (3)
where
X  =  ( r « / r ) e x p [ — / ? ( r 2 —
P =  ... (4)
— is the minimum value o f the potential, re is the value o f r at which 
V(r) =  —De and he is the measure o f the curvature at r — is a very good 
potential. Recently in a similar study (Mohammad 1978) it has been observed 
that this potential can fairly reproduce the RK R curves and can predict on the 
average, 3*46% deviation in the vibrational-rotational coupling constant 
and 1*16% deviation in the vibrational anharmonicity constant Wf^ e for the 
fifty different systems.
Substituting the value o f dU(r)/dr in eq. (1), we get after some manipulations
Denk^ ^^ a^
p I  ^ r   ^ 2Z+ 5  j 221^ +*
2 i+ 3 ; - { , )  + 2 ( i + l ) i ' (  1+2, !+ 2 ;  .“ +?■  21+3; j  j
23l+8.6yyZ+0.6 (i+ 2 , , 2 ^  21+Z;
where
+ ( ? i ± i . ) F {l+2, 21+S 21+5 I 21+S',
a  =  r« exp and fg =  li/2 .
(5)
(6)
For the integration o f  eq. (1) to lead to  eq. (6) the I values in the constituent 
terms have satisfied the condition I >  —1, —2, —1/2 and —3/2 respectively. 
Since —1/2 is the lowest among these four terms, the lowest value that I in eq. (6) 
can have is zero.
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In a similar manner we get
^  - I p/A
2
21+2; - i ,  'j+2lF  ( l+ l,l+ l;  21+2; -f,)}
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- - L „ , v r  I j?' ( l+ l ,  ;9 3  m  s  J - O ’ Q
p
{j? 21+3 , 21+2; - f ,  )
+ { % - ^ ) f  {l+ l, ^^+1; -2*+?. , 21+2; - U  ) } (7)
For the integration of eq. (2) to lead to oq. (7) the I values in the constituent 
terms satisfy the condition I >  0, —1, 1/2, and —1/2 rcBpectively. Thus the 
lowest I which eq. (7) can take is 1.
It is interesting to note that the sum of obtained from
eq. (5) is exactly equal to obtained from eq. (7). Thus if corresponding
to a certain particular value o f I (say Iq) is known any other phase shift Sq,
(^ 2) ••• can be very easily obtained from the above equations.
B. Hulburt-Hirschfelder Potential
Among the three parameter potential energy functions the one proposed 
by Morse (1929) has been most widely used. This is because it possesses a simple 
analytical form suitable for practical applications. However, this potential 
does not show a correct limiting behaviour at large internuclear distances. With 
a view to modifying it, Hulburt & HirschfeJdor (1941) have added to it an expres­
sion which involves two more spectroscoipic constants, viz., cce and weXe- It is 
given by
V(r) — JDtf[exp(—26(r—r<f))—2 exp(~6(r—re))]
+ ^ )(r — re)®exp(— 26(r— r< ,))[l+ g (r— r*)] . . .  (8)
where
b = (kel2Dt)^ /^  p = b^[l-(l+F)lbrel
_ o t ,_ b *  r J7_____ L . (  ^+  M . +  ^ H -  S .  \]
p  L 12' 2 ^  4 12 )J ’
Jf* =  UetOelQBe* and G =  SwiflUelBg. (9)
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Here cog is the vibrational frequency and is the equilibrium rotational constant. 
Steele al (1962) in their critical review have observed that its average perform­
ance is the best o f all potential functions for the bound states o f diatomic mole­
cules.
For this potential we substitute the value o f dU(r)jdr in eqs. (1) and (2). 
integrate the resulting integrals and get after some manipulations
r ( ? ^ )
(«+ 2 ,i+ 2 ; 2 i+ 3 ; - g , )
2^+9 j + 2 ;  2Z+3: - f ,
+ 2036r(2 /+ 7)r ( 2^+-! , 1+4.1+2; 21+Z;
and
+4a,b^r{2l+^)F(l+^, - 2 ^ ± 1 ,1+2; , 21+S;
+»a^b^V{2l+5)F(l+^, 1+2; 2 i+ 3 ; - Q
+16ae5‘ r ( 2 « + 4 ) f ( ? + 2 , i + 2 ;2 ? + 3 ; - Q } ]  ... (10)
 ^ . _  7r(2?+l)2).fc«-i
/2Z-f 3' v 182 ( r ( T ) }
+24i+7”6«+6 { «2r(2(+6)r^(4-3.~^ , ?+l; , 21+2;
+2H r(2(+6)r ( ^ ^ , 1 + 5 ,  l+l ;  ; 21+2,
+46*«4r(2?+4)^’(z+2,-2i+5^i+l. 21+3 2^+2;
+ 86X  r(21+3)J’(Z+2, l+l ;  21+ 2 ;
+166%, r(2?+2) F(l+1 , l+l;  21+2; - f , )  } ] .. (11)
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where
=- and =-= Si/4,
«j =  2b exp (bre), ttg =  — 2pqb exp (26r,),
®3 =  [pg'(4+26re—3re)—2^6]exp(2i!»r<.),
«4 --= [3p—12p(/rc(/+pr,)+6p*rf]oxp(26re),
«5 =  [fip'‘e®(2?-6)+2|)re(4/;g/v2—3)]exp(2i»r^).
a* =  3pre^+2(6—2)y»f/r,®—2/>. ... (12)
It is interesting to note that the sum oI df, and (5,— obtained from eq. (l(t) 
is (exactly the same as o^— f*q- (H)- Thus ('qs. (10) ami (11) (‘uahle one 
to evaluate d^ , d^ , d.j,, etc. very easify provided a ei'i'tain part icular A' is known.
The phase shift differences for the; Motse potcuil ial will result, if in the expn'ssions 
for Hulburt-Hirschfeld(T potentials one imts p - 0. Bj- this tlw* phase sliift 
differences for the Morse potential oome out as
Ai— =
1 r(2t+3)
22t+5 I r  ^ r8«jl^'(/-t-2./+2;2/4 3;~d:,)
-(6/2=')^’a + 2 , H-2; 2i+3; - Q ]
n[2l+l) r»2+2i
2 i+3
2
j  1“ 121+2221+3
[2ffl,J?(l+ l,/+ l;21+2; - f , )
(13)
- ( 6 / 2 W + l , « + l ; 2 « - f 3 ; - g j .
3. D iscttssion
.. (14)
From the above study it is seen that, the Ti(;tz formula is most suitable for 
analytical determination o f phase shift s provided an accurate interact ion potential 
V(r) as well as an individual phase shift Si^  is known.
As according to almost all accurate methods the value o f 8i very rapidly 
decreases as I is increased, the numerical value o f 8i ^  for a certain larger
value lo obtained from all these methods arc unlikely to differ much in magnitude. 
The most simple relation to determine 8i is that due to Bom (see Davydov 1965) 
and we think that the Born value o f 8j^  for the said particular value of 1# can be
safely considered to be equal to that due to Tietz. Wo can expect that with the 
knowledge o f this Born value o f iSi®, the quantities \ - 2, obtained
from relations (5), (7), (11) and (11) for the two potentials would be reasonly
accurate.
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